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Abstract
Background Revisions after knee arthroplasty are
expected to increase, and the epidemiology of failure
mechanisms is changing as new implants, technology, and
surgical techniques evolve.
Questions/purposes (1) Was there improvement in survival for TKA and unicompartmental knee arthroplasty
(UKA) when comparing two consecutive 11-year periods
with similar followups in a national registry? (2) Were
there changes in the causes of revision during the two
times? (3) Could the changes in revision causes be attributed to patient or implant characteristics?
Methods A total of 60,623 TKAs (2426 revisions) and
7648 UKAs (725 revisions) were selected from the Norwegian Arthroplasty Register and analyzed based on year

of primary surgery: 1994 to 2004 (Period 1) and 2005 to
2015 (Period 2). TKAs had median followup of 3.5 years in
Period 1 and 4.2 years in Period 2. Median followup for
UKAs was 2.7 years in Period 1 and 4.6 years in Period 2.
Of the patients included in the registry, 99.6% were
accounted for at the time of analysis, whereas 0.4% had
moved abroad. We used Kaplan-Meier analyses and logrank test to investigate changes in survival. Relative risk of
revision in Period 2 relative to Period 1 was calculated for
each registered revision cause in a Cox regression model
adjusted for age, sex, diagnosis, fixation, and patella
resurfacing.
Results For TKAs, the 10-year Kaplan-Meier survival
free from revision improved from Period 1 to Period 2 from
91% (95% CI, 90%–92%) to 94% (95% CI, 94%–95%; p\
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0.001). Revisions resulting from aseptic loosening of the
femoral component, polyethylene wear/breakage, patellar
dislocation, and unexplained pain decreased, whereas
revisions resulting from early infection increased. Patients
in Period 2 were younger and more often men compared
with patients in Period 1. A higher risk of revision was
found for male sex (relative risk [RR], 1.1; 95% CI, 1.0–
1.2; p = 0.048) and age younger than 65 years (RR, 1.7;
95% CI, 1.6–1.9; p \ 0.001). With UKAs, the 10-year
survival free from revision was 80% (95% CI, 76%–84%)
in Period 1 and 81% (95% CI, 79%–83%; p = 0.261) in
Period 2. Revisions resulting from tibial aseptic loosening,
polyethylene wear/breakage, and periprosthetic fractures
decreased, but there were more revisions resulting from
progression of osteoarthritis. In Period 2, there were more
men and the average age was younger than for patients in
Period 1. For UKAs, age younger than 65 years had a
higher risk of revision (RR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.5–2.0; p \
0.001), whereas sex did not affect the risk of revision.
Conclusions We found an improvement in survival free
from revision for TKA in the last period, but no similar
improvement for UKA, and the survivorship for UKAs
remains rather dramatically lower than that observed for
TKAs. The decision to perform a UKA should be made
with the explicit awareness that its survivorship is substantially inferior to that of TKA; any perceived advantages
of UKA should be balanced against this issue of its
decreased durability.
Level of Evidence Level III, therapeutic study.

Introduction
Knee arthroplasty is a common and effective treatment in
osteoarthritis [67], and the volume of TKA and unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) is increasing [9, 59].
The demand for primary TKA and revision TKA is
expected to increase dramatically in the United States and
in England and Wales by 2030 [36, 53]. Patient satisfaction
is lower after revisions compared with primary procedures
[31, 57], and revisions represent a high cost to patients,
hospitals, and society [6, 36]. To reduce this increasing
revision burden, we need to understand the failure mechanisms of knee arthroplasty as new implants and surgical
techniques are developed.
National joint registries worldwide have reported infection
and aseptic loosening as the most common revision causes in
TKA [1, 8, 27, 50, 51, 61, 69], whereas aseptic loosening and
progression of osteoarthritis or unexplained pain were most
frequent for UKA [1, 51, 61, 69]. A study from the Norwegian
Arthroplasty Register (NAR) showed a higher risk of revision
resulting from aseptic loosening, periprosthetic fracture, pain,
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and polyethylene wear for UKAs compared with TKAs [25].
Lombardi et al. [41] reported aseptic loosening, infection, and
instability were the main reasons for revision after TKA. Other
studies showed a high and increasing number of early revisions in TKA and UKA, with infection as one of the major
causes of early TKA revision [21, 64, 65]. However, these
studies presented results from a few high-volume centers and
studies from national joint registries offer verification of these
findings with the advantage of a range of surgeon experience
and larger volumes.
We asked the following questions: (1) Were there
improvements in survival for TKA and UKA when comparing two consecutive 11-year periods with similar
followups in a national registry? (2) Were there changes in
the causes of revision in the two times? (3) Could the
changes in revision causes be attributed to patient or
implant characteristics?

Materials and Methods
Data Sources
The NAR covers a population of approximately 5.2 million.
The registration completeness is greater than 95% for primary operations and greater than 89% for revisions in both
periods, calculated on an individual level as percent of
operations reported to the Norwegian Patient Registry as
described in the NAR annual report [20, 69]. Calculating
completeness of reporting of revisions is not straightforward
owing to different inclusion criteria and codes to the Norwegian Patient Registry and the Norwegian Arthroplasty
Register. We know from audits at single hospitals that
especially infections tend to be underreported to the NAR
[2]. These operations often are done out of scheduled operating hours and therefore might be forgotten by the operating
surgeons. Registration of knee arthroplasties started in 1994
[24]. Revised arthroplasties are linked to the primary operation by using the Norwegian personal identification
number. All data are collected from a registration form that is
completed immediately after the operation by the surgeon
who examined and provided the diagnosis for the patient and
performed the knee arthroplasty [23, 69]. For each revised
arthroplasty, several causes of revision can be registered.
Between 1994 and 2015, 68,648 primary knee arthroplasties were reported to the NAR. Hinged, bicompartmental
(UKA with a patellar component), and patellofemoral joint
replacements were excluded owing to low numbers. Finally,
60,623 TKAs (2426 revisions) and 7648 UKAs (725 revisions) were selected for analysis (Fig. 1). Two times,
referring to the primary procedure, were chosen for comparison of revision causes: 1994 to 2004 (Period 1) and 2005
to 2015 (Period 2). TKA had median followup of 3.5 years in

Causes of TKA and UKA Revisions
Fig. 1 An overview of patient
selection is shown. *3384 were
patella resurfaced; 1213 were
patella resurfaced; NAR = Norwegian Arthroplasty Register

Period 1 and 4.2 years in Period 2. Median followup for UKA
was 2.7 years in Period 1 and 4.6 years in Period 2 (fewer
UKAs were performed during the early portion of Period 1)
Revision was defined as removal, exchange, or addition of
one or more prosthesis components (including exchange of a
polyethylene insert or addition of a patellar component in a
patella nonresurfaced TKA). Only the first revision was
included for arthroplasties with multiple revisions. For
arthroplasties with multiple revision causes reported, the
main cause of revision was determined based on the hierarchy from the Australian Orthopaedic Association National
Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR) [1]. For the revision diagnosis ‘‘unexplained pain,’’ no other reason for
revision was registered.

Statistics
TKAs and UKAs were analyzed separately. Differences in
demographic data were calculated by Pearson chi-square test
and Student’s t-test. Median time of followup in the groups
was estimated by the reversed Kaplan-Meier method. We also
analyzed the differences in a competing risk model to ensure
that differences in deaths or emigrations in the groups did not
affect the results [22]. Implant survival was estimated by a
Kaplan-Meier analysis at 10 years followup in each group
with censoring at the time of death, emigration, or at the end of
followup. The log-rank test was used to find differences in
survival and a risk estimate was calculated in an unadjusted
Cox regression model. All arthroplasties in Period 1 were
censored December 31, 2004, and arthroplasties in Period 2

were censored December 31, 2015, to get two times of 11
years followup. Information regarding deaths and emigrations was obtained from the National Population Register.
The Cox multiple regression model was used to calculate
relative risk of revision (RR) in Period 2 relative to Period 1
for each revision cause according to the hierarchy, adjusted
for age (continuous), sex, diagnosis (osteoarthritis/other),
fixation (cemented/uncemented/hybrid), and use of a patellar
component (yes/no). The proportional hazards assumption
(PH) of the Cox regression models was assessed by tests and
inspection of Schoenfeld residuals [58].
For revision causes where the PH failed, further investigations were performed for separate followup intervals.
Cut-points were decided based on tests and visual inspection of the Schoenfeld residuals and were set individually
for each revision cause until the PH was fulfilled.
All tests were two-sided and the statistical significance
level was set at 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed
using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22.0 (IBM Corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA) and R Version 3.3.0 (The R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

Results
Ten-year Survival Free From Revision
TKA
With TKA, 10-year survival improved from Period 1 to
Period 2. The 10-year survival rate was 91% (95% CI,
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90%–92%) in Period 1 and 94% (95% CI, 94%–95%; p \
0.001) in Period 2 (Fig. 2). The RR of revision in Period 2
versus Period 1 was 0.8 (95% CI, 0.7–0.8; p \ 0.001). The
proportion of deaths was 14% in Period 1 and 9% in Period
2, but analyses including death as a competing risk did not
change the RR estimate. For the risk estimate, the PH was
not fulfilled; Period 2 had an increased risk of revision the
first 1.5 months (RR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.9–4.0; p \ 0.001), but
a lower risk of revision greater than 6 months after the
operation (Fig. 3). Period 2 showed improved RR of
revision for cemented (RR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.7–0.8; p \
0.001) and hybrid TKA (RR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.4–0.8; p =
0.002) but not for uncemented TKA (RR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.4–
1.1; p = 0.140).
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increasing risk of early revisions resulting from infection.
Risk of revision resulting from loosening of the femoral
component was reduced in Period 2 (RR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.1–
0.4; p \ 0.001), and the results were similar if only
cemented implants were included (RR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.1–
0.6; p \ 0.001) (Fig. 5). The risk of loosening of the tibial
component was not changed when analyzing all fixation
methods or cemented implants only. For uncemented and
hybrid implants, the results were uncertain owing to low
numbers of revisions in each subgroup. The risk of revision
resulting from patella dislocation was reduced in Period 2

UKA
Ten-year survival was not improved from Period 1 to
Period 2 in UKA. In Period 1, 10-year UKA survival was
80% (95% CI, 76%–84%) and 81% (95% CI, 79%–83%; p
= 0.261) in Period 2 (Fig. 4). The RR of revision in Period
2 relative to Period 1 was 0.9 (95% CI, 0.8–1.1; p = 0.3).
The proportion of deaths was 8% in Period 1 and 5% in
Period 2, and the RR estimate was similar in a competing
risk model.

Changes in Revision Causes
TKA
TKAs showed a decrease in revisions owing to aseptic
loosening of the femoral component, patella dislocation,
polyethylene wear/breakage, and unexplained pain and an

Fig. 2 The Kaplan-Meier curve shows the implant survival during
each period for TKAs. Log-rank test: p \ 0.001. Ten years at risk
1994–2004: n = 495; 2005–2015: n = 1956.
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Fig. 3 The risk of revision during 2005 to 2015 (solid black line)
with 95% CI (dotted lines) relative to 1994 to 2004 (red lines) in
overall revisions for TKA are shown. The horizontal red line indicates
no difference in risk of revision (relative risk [RR], 1). The curves and
estimates are adjusted by age, sex, diagnosis, fixation method, and use
of patellar component. The RR estimates are divided in intervals to
fulfill the proportional hazard assumption.

Fig. 4 This Kaplan-Meier curve shows the implant survival during
each period for UKAs. Log-rank test: p = 0.261. Ten years at risk
1994–2004: n = 59; 2005–2015: n = 302.

Causes of TKA and UKA Revisions

Fig. 5 The number of revisions, relative risk (RR, 1994–2004 is the
reference), and 95% CI for each revision cause for TKAs are shown.
An RR less than 1 indicates a lower risk of revision during 2005 to
2015 relative to 1994 to 2004. *The proportional hazard assumption is

not fulfilled. Adjusted for age, sex, diagnosis, fixation method, and
use of patellar component.

(RR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.2–0.5l; p\0.001). The risk of revision
resulting from malalignment, dislocation, instability, and
periprosthetic fracture was unchanged (Fig. 5). The PH
assumption for risk of revision resulting from infection,
polyethylene wear/breakage, and unexplained pain was not
fulfilled. Risk of revision resulting from infection was
increased in Period 2 during the first 6 months with the
highest risk within the first 6 weeks (RR, 5; 95% CI, 3–9; p
\0.001). At greater than 1 year postoperatively, the risk of
revision resulting from infection was decreased in Period 2
with a RR of 0.6 (95% CI, 0.4–0.8; p \ 0.001) (Fig. 6A).
The risk of TKA revision resulting from polyethylene
wear/breakage was similar in the two periods at 0 to 2
years, but lower in Period 2 for revisions occurring at 2 to
11 years (RR, 0.02; 95% CI, 0.005–0.1; p \ 0.001)
(Fig. 6B). Revisions resulting from unexplained pain were
reduced in Period 2 with a RR of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2–0.4; p\
0.001) for revisions occurring at 0 to 5 years and 0.08 (95%
CI, 0.04–0.2; p \ 0.001) for revisions 5 to 11 years postoperatively (Fig. 6C).

and 0.6 (95% CI, 0.4–0.9; p = 0.013) for the tibial component. Revisions resulting from periprosthetic fractures
decreased (RR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.1–0.8; p = 0.017). Revisions
resulting from progression of osteoarthritis increased with a
RR of 5 (95% CI, 2–14; p = 0.002) (Fig. 7). The PH
assumption was not fulfilled for the category ‘‘polyethylene
wear/breakage.’’ Risk of revision resulting from polyethylene wear/breakage was similar at less than 2 years
followup, but the risk of revision at greater than 2 years
followup was lower in Period 2 with a RR of 0.1 (95% CI,
0.03–0.2; p \ 0.001) (Fig. 8). With the numbers available,
we found no difference in revisions resulting from infection, malalignment, dislocation, instability, joint stiffness,
or unexplained pain (Fig. 7).

UKA
UKAs had fewer revisions resulting from aseptic loosening, polyethylene wear/breakage, and periprosthetic
fractures, but more revisions resulting from progression of
arthrosis in Period 2. The risk of revision resulting from
aseptic loosening decreased in Period 2 with a RR of 0.5
(95% CI, 0.3–0.8; p = 0.002) for the femoral component

Changes in Patient and Implant Characteristics
TKA
The average age of patients undergoing TKA was younger
in Period 2 and there also were more men in Period 2
compared with Period 1 (Table 1). The risk of revision was
slightly increased for men compared with women (RR, 1.1;
95% CI, 1.0–1.2; p = 0.048). Patients younger than 65
years had a higher risk of revision compared with patients
65 years or older (RR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.6–1.9; p \ 0.001).
Patella nonresurfaced TKAs increased from 81% in Period
1 to 97% in Period 2 (p \ 0.001). Cemented implants were
used in 87% of TKAs in Period 1 and 79% in Period 2. In
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Period 2, there was an increase in the use of uncemented
implants (from 2% to 7%; p \ 0.001) and hybrid implants
(from 11% to 13%; p \ 0.001). The cruciate-retaining
implant design was most common in both periods (73% in
Period 1, 64% in Period 2). The use of mobile-bearing
implants increased from 26% in Period 1 to 34% in Period
2 (p \ 0.001). In Period 1, the PROFIXTM cruciate-retaining knee system (Smith & Nephew, Memphis, TN,
USA) (24%), LCS1 mobile-bearing system, DePuy, Warsaw, IN, USA) (22%), and GENESISTM I cruciateretaining system(Smith & Nephew) (19%) were the mostused implants. In Period 2, the PROFIXTM cruciate-retaining knee system (Smith & Nephew) (24%), LCS1
COMPLETE mobile-bearing system (DePuy) (27%) and
NexGen1 cruciate-retaining system (Zimmer, Warsaw, IN,
USA) (20%) were most common, whereas the TriconTM
(Smith & Nephew) and GENESIS ITM (Smith & Nephew)
were not used. The use of AGC Anatomic (Biomet, Warsaw, IN, USA) increased from 1% to 4%, whereas the use
of AGC Universal (Biomet) decreased from 13% to 2% in
Period 2 (Table 2).

UKA
Patients who underwent UKA had a younger average age
and were more often men in Period 2 compared with Period
1 (Table 1). Osteoarthritis was the most common diagnosis
in both periods. No implants were uncemented in Period 1,
but Period 2 had 66 uncemented implants. The risk of
revision was equal for men and women (RR, 1.0; 95% CI,
0.8–1.1; p = 0.5), but age younger than 65 years was
associated with a higher risk of revision (RR, 1.7; 95% CI,
1.5–2.0; p \ 0.001). The Oxford1 Phase 3 (Biomet) was
the most-used implant in both periods (61% in Period 1,
70% in Period 2). The Oxford1 Partial Knee (Zimmer
Biomet) was introduced in 2012 and was the second mostused implant (22%) in Period 2.

Discussion

Fig. 6A–C The risk of revision during 2005 to 2015 (solid black
line) with 95% CI (dotted lines) relative to 1994 to 2004 (red lines) in
TKAs for (A) infection, (B) polyethylene wear/breakage, and (C)
unexplained pain are shown. The horizontal red line indicates no
difference in risk of revision (relative risk [RR], 1). The curves and
estimates are adjusted by age, sex, diagnosis, fixation method, and use
of patellar component. The RR estimates are divided in intervals to
fulfill the proportional hazard assumption.
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The burden of revision after knee arthroplasty is increasing,
and more knowledge regarding revision causes is important
to understand failure mechanisms and to prevent future
revisions. In this study, we investigated the large cohort
from the NAR and asked (1) if there was improvement in
survival for TKA and UKA when comparing two consecutive 11-year periods with similar followups at a national
level; (2) if there were changes in the causes of revision in
the two times; and (3) if the changes in revision causes

Causes of TKA and UKA Revisions

Fig. 7 The number of revisions, relative risk [RR] (1994–2004 is
reference), and 95% CI for each revision cause for UKAs are shown.
An RR less than 1 indicates a lower risk of revision during 2005 to
2015 relative to 1994 to 2004. *The proportional hazard assumption is

not fulfilled. Adjusted for age, sex, diagnosis, fixation method, and
use of patellar component.

polyethylene wear/breakage, and periprosthetic fractures.
Survivorship of UKA remains substantially lower than that
observed for TKA, a finding that did not change to any
great degree during the periods surveyed.

Limitations

Fig. 8 The risk of revision during 2005 to 2015 (solid black line)
with 95% CI (dotted lines) relative to 1994 to 2004 (red lines) for
polyethylene wear/breakage in UKAs are shown. The horizontal red
line indicates no difference in risk of revision (relative risk [RR], 1).
The curves and estimates are adjusted by age, sex, diagnosis, fixation
method, and use of patellar component. The RR estimates are divided
in intervals to fulfill the proportional hazard assumption.

could be attributed to patient or implant characteristics. We
found that 10-year survival was improved in TKA, and
there was a decline in revisions resulting from aseptic
loosening of the femoral component, polyethylene wear/
breakage, patella dislocation, and unexplained pain, but an
increased risk of revision resulting from infection. Tenyear UKA survival was unchanged and Period 2 had a
decline in UKA revisions resulting from aseptic loosening,

In this study, the following limitations must be noted. First,
the primary endpoint in the NAR is revision. Patients with
radiographic failure or unacceptable pain, who for various
reasons do not undergo revision surgery, are not recorded
in the registry. The true number of failures is uncertain, but
a previous study found 72% survival after 7 years with
moderate pain as the endpoint [46]. Second, revision causes in the NAR are registered by the surgeon performing
the revision procedure, and each surgeon may classify
revision causes differently. Changes in the registration
form and awareness of specific revision causes also may
change with time and thus affect the results (misclassification bias). For example, ‘‘progression of osteoarthritis’’
was introduced as a separate choice in the NAR registration
form in 2011 (for TKA and UKA), and previous revisions
for this reason (including late resurfacing of the patella)
may have been classified as unexplained pain or other
causes. Low-grade infections are difficult to detect [73] and
may have been reported as aseptic loosening. Postsurgical
stiffness resulting from arthrofibrosis is not well defined
and may involve reoperation using only soft tissue procedures without component removal or exchange. Such
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Table 1. Patient demographics
TKA

UKA

Patient and implant factors

1994–2004

2005–2015

1994–2004

2005–2015

Number of cases

17,404

43,219

2297

5351

Number of revisions

787

1639

190

535

Mean age of patients at primary operation (years)

70.5

68.7

65.6

64.5

95% CI

70–71

69–69

65–66

64–65

Range

10–93

13–101

25–91

29–93

Men, %

28

37

38

48

Prosthesis type, n (%)
Total with patella

3384 (19)

1213 (3)

NA

NA

14,020 (81)

42,006 (97)

NA

NA

Total without patella
Diagnosis, number (%)
Osteoarthritis

13,987 (80)

38,304 (89)

2035 (87)

5027 (94)

Rheumatoid arthritis

1769 (10)

1590 (4)

5 (0)

9 (0)

Other

1589 (9)

3255 (7)

246 (11)

303 (6)

Missing

59 (0)

70 (0)

11 (1)

12 (0)

Cemented

15,101 (87)

34,231 (79)

2263 (99)

5241 (98)

Uncemented

281 (2)

3012 (7)

0 (0)

66 (1)

Hybrid(conventional)

1959 (11)

5777 (13)

9 (0)

8 (0)

Missing

63 (0)

199 (1)

25 (1)

36 (1)

Fixation method, number (%)

Prosthesis design, number (%)
Mobile-bearing (cruciate retaining and posterior stabilizing)

4478 (26)

14,555 (34)

NA

NA

Cruciate-retaining
Posterior cruciate-stabilizing

12,694 (73)
74 (0)

27,785 (64)
638 (2)

NA
NA

NA
NA

Constrained condylar knee

15 (0)

113 (0)

NA

NA

Missing

143 (1)

128 (0)

NA

NA

UKA = unicompartmental knee arthroplasty; NA = not applicable.

operations are not included in most joint registries, and a
recent consensus statement suggested that joint registries
were not suitable to identify joint fibrosis for this reason
[34]. These examples of possible misclassifications could
not be accounted for in the analyses of our study. Thus, the
results must be interpreted with care, especially in revision
causes with low numbers of revisions.
Third, information like radiologic measurements, degree
of knee stability, BMI, diabetes, and smoking status are not
collected in the NAR, and we were not able to adjust for
these or other unmeasured confounders. Comorbidities like
insulin-dependent diabetes and obesity are associated with
periprosthetic infections [7, 72], and differences in these
conditions in the two periods could influence the results of
revision resulting from infection. Fourth, a registry study
can find associations between registered variables and
revision causes but is not able to prove causality [33].
Based on these registry data, we can only theorize why
these changes occur. Randomized controlled trials,
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retrieval analyses, and clinical experiments are needed to
explain the changes found in our study. However, the
strength of the study is the large sample size and high
external validity. Fifth, the number of deaths was higher in
Period 1 for patients having TKAs and UKAs. This could
lead to a lower survival estimate in Period 1, but analyses
including death in a competing risk model did not change
the conclusion.

Survival Free From Revision
Ten-year survival was improved for TKA but not for UKA
in the unadjusted analyses, and UKA survivorship continued to lag behind that of TKA during both periods of our
survey. The Swedish Knee Arthroplasty Register showed
an improvement in 10-year survival from 89% for TKAs
performed during 1985 to 1994 to 96% during 2005 to
2014, and the 10-year survival rate for UKAs was 86%

Causes of TKA and UKA Revisions
Table 2. The most commonly used implants during each period for TKA and UKA
Implant

1994–2004,
number (%)

2005–2015,
number (%)

4141 (24)

10,522 (24)

TKA
PROFIXTM (Smith & Nephew)
1

LCS

3907 (22)

532 (1)

GENESISTM I (Smith & Nephew)

Classic (DePuy)

3291 (19)

0 (0)

AGC Universal (Biomet)

2196 (13)

923 (2)

TriconTM II (Smith & Nephew)

1078 (6)

0 (0)

DuraconTS (Stryker)

599 (3)

2153 (5)

NexGen1 (Zimmer)

457 (3)

8699 (20)

AGC Anatomic (Biomet)

159 (1)

1569 (4)

LCS1 COMPLETE (DePuy)
Other

97 (1)
1479 (9)

11,653 (27)
7168 (17)

1404 (61)

3745 (70)

UKA
Oxford1 Phase 3 (Biomet)
GENESIS

TM

326 (14)

20 (0)

Miller-Galante (Zimmer)

220 (10)

68 (1)

MOD III (Smith & Nephew)

200 (9)

0 (0)

Duracon1 (Stryker)

48 (2)

0 (0)

PreservationTM Unicompartmental Knee System (PEI Surgical)

35 (1)

130 (2)

9 (0)

67 (1)

LINK

1

(Smith & Nephew)

Sled (LINK Orthopaedics)

Oxford1 Partial Knee (Zimmer Biomet)

0 (0)

1189 (22)

Other

55 (2)

132 (3)

UKA = unicompartmental knee arthroplasty.

during 2005 to 2014 [61]. The New Zealand Joint Registry
reported 10-year survival of 96% for TKA and 89% for
UKA, which is somewhat higher than our findings [51]. A
high hospital procedure volume is correlated to higher
implant survivorship [40, 45]. In Norway, there has been an
increase in TKAs and UKAs performed in high-volume
hospitals since 1994, and these hospitals have shown a
lower risk of revision [4, 5]. From 2000, there has been an
increase in the number of hospitals with an annual UKA
volume greater than 21, but also an increase in the number
of hospitals with fewer than 10 UKAs annually [5]. It is
uncertain how these changes in hospital volume affected
the UKA survival rate, and more research is needed to find
the best UKA volume at the surgeon or hospital level.
Based on our data, there is no obvious reason why survival
of UKA did not improve comparably to that of TKA. The
Oxford1 Phase 3 (Biomet) was the dominant implant
during both periods, and lack of improvement in design
may be one of the reasons why UKA survival did not
improve. The TriconTM and GENESIS I implants have
shown a higher risk of revision in the Norwegian population [44], and these implants were not used during Period 2,
which also might have contributed to improvement in TKA
survival. However, improvement in implant survival is

likely multifactorial and a combination of patient selection,
improved implants and techniques, education, and procedure volume. Many of these factors are not detectable from
registry data, but this study generates important questions
for future research.

Changes in Revision Causes
TKA and UKA declined in late revisions resulting from
polyethylene wear/breakage, which also was found by
Thiele et al. [70]. Paxton et al. [56] found a similar risk of
revision for highly crosslinked polyethylene compared with
conventional polyethylene. Highly crosslinked polyethylene is rarely used in Norway in knee arthroplasty (8%
in 2013–2015) [69], indicating improvements in conventional polyethylene and polishing, sterilization, and locking
mechanisms [37, 39, 68]. The risk of revision resulting
from malalignment was unchanged for TKA and UKA.
Computer navigation improves alignment in TKA and
UKA [28, 47, 66] and also has resulted in improved survival and fewer revisions owing to malalignment [17, 19].
The use of computer navigation has declined in Norway
[69], but more extensive use may address this problem. It is
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concerning that the risk of TKA revisions resulting from
infection was increased during the early postoperative time
in Period 2, with a fivefold increase at 0 to 1.5 months. A
similar trend was described in hip arthroplasties in Scandinavia [14, 15, 63]. These studies indicate a trend toward
higher awareness and more-aggressive treatment for prosthetic infections with earlier removal of components rather
than protracted antibiotic treatment, which is consistent
with the current approach to infected arthroplasties [26].
Higher awareness and an improved reporting rate of
periprosthetic infections may explain some of the increased
infection rate during Period 2. It also could be caused by an
improved reporting rate or more-resistant bacteria [42].
Early surgical treatment could be one of the reasons that
risk of late revision ([ 1 year) resulting from infection was
reduced during Period 2, but this should be investigated in
future studies including multiple revisions. Revisions
resulting from unexplained pain were reduced in TKA, but
unexplained pain remains a common revision cause for
TKA and UKA. Some of the reduction in unexplained pain
is most likely caused by a reclassification to ‘‘progression
of osteoarthritis’’, as this was introduced as a separate
revision cause in the registration form from 2011. Patients
with pain after knee arthroplasty should be evaluated systematically according to diagnostic algorithms, and
conservative treatment is recommended if no reason for the
pain is found [18, 32, 52].

revision resulting from patella dislocation for the DuraconTS (Stryker) and AGC Universal (Biomet) TKA
prostheses [29], and a shift to more patella-friendly designs
may explain the reduction in patella dislocations and
unexplained pain. The use of patella resurfacing was lower
in Period 2, probably owing to previous studies showing no
difference in functional outcomes and risk of revision for
resurfaced and nonresurfaced TKAs in Norway, the United
Kingdom, and Sweden [24, 35, 43, 44, 61]. However,
patella-resurfaced implants had a lower risk of revision in
meta-analyses [10, 54] and improved functional outcomes
in a recent Norwegian randomized controlled trial for
NexGen1 cruciate-retaining prosthesis [3]. The threshold
for revising a TKA resulting from unexplained pain may be
lower for nonresurfaced implants, but secondary patella
resurfacing gives little improvement in pain and satisfaction [38, 71] and should not be recommended for most
patients. Based on our study, it is uncertain whether the use
of nonresurfaced TKAs affected the survival rate or causes
of revision. The Oxford1 Phase 3 (Biomet) and Oxford1
Partial Knee (Zimmer Biomet) were the most-used UKA
implants. A study from the Swedish arthroplasty register
found that the Oxford1 meniscal-bearing knee implant had
a higher risk of revision in low-volume hospitals and
suggested that this implant was sensitive to hospital volume resulting from its technical demands [60]. High use of
this technically demanding implant may partly explain the
lack of improvement in UKA survival, especially if used in
low-volume hospitals.

Changes in Patient and Implant Characteristics
We found that patients in Period 2 were younger and more
often men. Previous studies have found that young age and
male sex increase the risk of revision [36, 55, 62]. This was
adjusted for in the statistical analyses of revision causes,
but could cause a reduction in the unadjusted survival rate
in Period 2 for TKA and UKA. Despite a decline in Period
2, aseptic loosening is still a common failure mechanism
for TKA [16, 64] and UKA [11, 13]. We found a decreased
risk of revision resulting from loosening of the femoral
component of TKAs, whereas loosening of the tibial
component was unchanged. There was also an increase in
use of mobile bearing implants during Period 2, mainly the
LCS1 COMPLETE (DePuy). Mobile bearing implants
have shown a higher revision rate in previous registry
studies [12, 30, 48, 49] and the LCS1 COMPLETE had a
higher revision rate in registry studies in Norway and
Kaiser Permanente, especially resulting from aseptic
loosening of the tibial component [29, 55]. The increased
use of the LCS1 COMPLETE during Period 2 may explain
the lack of improvement of aseptic loosening of the tibial
component and also could affect the overall revision rate.
A previous study from the NAR found a high risk of
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Conclusion
We found that survival improved for TKA during the last
decade, but not for UKA, and survivorship for UKAs
remains rather dramatically lower than that observed for
TKA. The risk of revision resulting from femoral aseptic
loosening, polyethylene wear/breakage, patella dislocation,
and pain was reduced for TKA, but there was an increased
risk of early revision resulting from infection. For TKA,
the overall risk of revision was improved during Period 2
for cemented and hybrid implants, but not for uncemented
implants. Cemented or hybrid fixation may be the safest
choice, at least for patients with additional risk factors for
failure. UKA had a reduced risk of revision attributable to
aseptic loosening, polyethylene wear/breakage, and
periprosthetic fracture, but revision resulting from progression of osteoarthritis is still a major problem. The
decision to perform a UKA should be made with the
explicit awareness that its survivorship is substantially
inferior to that of a TKA; any perceived advantages of
UKA should be balanced against this issue of durability.
This study shows that there is still substantial room for

Causes of TKA and UKA Revisions

improvement in prosthesis survival, and the priorities of
future studies and technologic advances should focus on
the most-common revision causes: infection, tibial aseptic
loosening, malalignment, instability, unexplained pain, and
progression of osteoarthritis.
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